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On November 23, 2013, China established an Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ) over a significant portion of the East China Sea (ECS). The ADIZ includes the airspace over disputed areas, including the Senkaku Islands contested by China and Japan. The declared zone also overlaps much of Japan’s established ADIZ in the ECS. Beijing stated the ADIZ is necessary to “[protect] state sovereignty and territorial and airspace security” in the ECS, suggesting the move is designed to strengthen China’s maritime and island claims in the region as well as justify air activity intended to defend these claims. China’s ADIZ announcement almost certainly will harden negotiating positions on both sides. The move also could lead to increased Chinese and Japanese air patrols in the region, further fueling the potential for sudden escalation given an accident or miscalculation.

ADIZs: Background and Purpose

An ADIZ is a publicly-declared area established in international airspace adjacent to a state’s national airspace, in which civil aircraft must be prepared to submit to local air traffic control and provide aircraft identifiers and location. Its purpose is to allow a state the time and space to identify the nature of approaching aircraft prior to entering national airspace in order to prepare defensive measures if necessary.

- ADIZs are not prohibited under international law, nor are they explicitly addressed in international conventions as are their rough equivalents in the maritime realm, exclusive economic zones (EEZ). Based on a self-defense rationale, states draw and define ADIZs for the purposes of their own security. The United States established the first ADIZ during the Cold War to manage the air threat from the Soviet Union. Today, several other states worldwide, such as Japan, South Korea, Canada, and the United Kingdom, continue to maintain ADIZs due to ongoing security concerns.

- ADIZs generally apply to civil rather than state aircraft (such as military, police, and customs aircraft). International regulation of civil aircraft has been well established since the 1944 Convention on International Civil Aviation, which also established the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), a specialized United Nations agency. However, the wide acceptance of regulation for civil aircraft does not hold true for state aircraft, which “remain nearly unfettered by international regulations when flying outside the national airspace of another sovereign,” according to Peter Dutton, professor and director of the U.S. Naval War College’s China Maritime Studies Institute.

China’s ADIZ: Another Legal Basis for Asserting ECS Sovereignty

An ADIZ allows China greater flexibility in asserting sovereignty over its ECS claims in a manner that does not controvert international conventions.

- The ADIZ is an expansion of China’s attempt to exert legal and administrative control over the Senkaku Islands. Having issued a number of measures to assert de jure governance over disputed
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§ The Senkaku Islands, known as the Diaoyu Islands in China and the Diaoyutai Islands in Taiwan, are composed of eight small uninhabited islets and rocks in the ECS administered by Japan.
* According to the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), a coastal state is entitled to an EEZ, a 200 nautical mile zone extending from its coastal baselines within which that state can exercise jurisdiction to explore and exploit natural resources, but not full sovereignty.
† While the international regime on coastal state maritime entitlements is codified in the UNCLOS, matters of coastal state airspace regulation are less developed due largely to the limited number of states capable of enforcing such regulations beyond national airspace. Because it is relatively less constrained by existing norms in establishing an ADIZ, Beijing could have more freedom to define its own ADIZ in pursuit of its strategic objectives in its maritime periphery.
maritime regions, China now has laid an additional legal foundation intended to justify control of contested airspace.

- Rather than relying solely on the EEZ regime as a means of justifying air activity in the ECS, Beijing now can also use the ADIZ concept, which aligns more closely to China’s view of coastal state security, to do so. Whereas a majority of states reserve only economic rights in their EEZs, China is among a minority of states maintaining the right to protect and regulate security interests, including foreign military activity, in its EEZ. However, China’s stated purpose for its ECS ADIZ—“to guard against potential air threats, […] to [set] aside time for early warning and [help] defend the country’s airspace”—generally aligns with the predominant rationale for ADIZs in customary international law.

Beijing’s initial announcement establishing the ADIZ indicates the regulations will apply to all “air threats and unidentified flying objects from the sea,” but does not detail how, if at all, China plans to treat civil and state flights differently. Subsequent official Chinese statements suggest that while the ADIZ “is not targeted at civilian passenger airliners that fly normally in that airspace,” China will respond to both civil and state aircraft in its ADIZ based on its perception of threat. China’s regulations specify that aircraft within the zone must provide flight plan, radio, transponder, and logo identification to Chinese authorities or face “defensive emergency measures” by China’s military.

China has stated it will apply its regulations not only to aircraft intending to enter its sovereign airspace but also those not intending to enter sovereign airspace. The United States took issue with this aspect of Beijing’s announcement in particular, stating: “We don’t support efforts by any State to apply its ADIZ procedures to foreign aircraft not intending to enter its national airspace…We urge China not to implement its threat to take action against aircraft that do not identify themselves or obey orders from Beijing.”
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Figure 1: ADIZs in the ECS
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Seeking Parity with Japan and South Korea

In establishing an ADIZ, China likely intended to seek equivalent regulatory measures in the ECS vis-à-vis Japan, and to a lesser extent, South Korea. Both Japan and South Korea have decades-old ADIZs and view entry of their respective zones as triggering mechanisms for military responses. Since the central Japanese government’s purchase of three of the Senkaku Islands from a private Japanese owner in September 2012, China has increased military and law enforcement operations in and above disputed ECS waters in an effort to bolster its claim to the islands. However, until November 2013, China had no equivalent measure in the airspace above the ECS.

**Japan:** Japanese defense doctrine calls for the employment of “airspace anti-intrusion measures,” against “foreign aircraft that [pose] a risk of invading Japan’s territorial airspace or that has actually invaded it.” In Japan’s Fiscal Year 2012 ending March 2013, the Ministry of Defense reported a steady quarterly increase from 15 Japan Self-Defense Force (JSDF) scrambles against Chinese aircraft in the first quarter to 146 scrambles in the final quarter. Japan’s management of and public reporting on its own ADIZ likely further motivated China to seek similar measures justifying air operations over the disputed Senkaku Islands.

The United States first established the Japanese ADIZ during its post-World War II administration of Japan. Since management of the airspace transferred to Japan in 1969, Tokyo has expanded the ADIZ twice – first incorporating its Senkaku Islands claim and then incorporating all of Yonaguni Island, Japan’s westernmost inhabited point, roughly 110 km (68 miles) from Taiwan.

- The first ADIZ expansion took place in 1972 – the same year the U.S.-Japan Okinawa Reversion Treaty provided for the return to Japan of “the Ryuku and the Daito Islands.” Tokyo interpreted this phrase to include the Senkaku Islands.

- The second ADIZ expansion was a small westward shift over Yonaguni Island in June 2010. The U.S.-drawn Japanese ADIZ at 123°E divided the airspace administration of the island in two – roughly two-thirds of the eastern portion of the island to Japan, and the rest to Taiwan. Increasing traffic on a cross-Strait commercial air route through the area, as well as Japan’s interests in bolstering defense of its southwestern islands against China, likely prompted Japan to redraw its ADIZ to cover the entirety of Yonaguni. Because this change led to an overlap with Taiwan’s flight information region (FIR), an ICAO-defined region of airspace delineating air traffic control responsibilities, Taiwan expressed its opposition to Japan’s ADIZ expansion. China did not make a similar public protest at the time.

**South Korea:** China’s ADIZ incorporated the airspace above Socotra Rock (known as Ieodo in South Korea), a submerged reef within overlapping South Korean- and Chinese-claimed EEZs. In response to China’s move, South Korea on December 8, 2013 announced a 66,480 km² (25,668 mi²) expansion of its own ADIZ, which the United States had originally established in 1951 during the Korean War. As a result, Seoul’s ADIZ now coincides with its FIR at its southernmost points. Although it also overlaps the ADIZs of both China and Japan, South Korea’s newly-drawn ADIZ has been more broadly accepted internationally. South Korea’s consultations with the United States, China, and Japan prior to the instatement of the expansion may have helped to mitigate a negative regional response. Furthermore,
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Beijing likely sought to downplay the expansion in order to maintain stability in its relations with Seoul and to avoid undermining its own justification for China’s new ADIZ.  

**Figure 2: FIRs in the ECS**

![Figure 2: FIRs in the ECS](http://www.arcgis.com/home/webmap/viewer.html?webmap=724dfc8916604483a0ab06b4f3cbe57f).

Operational Outlook Following ADIZ Establishment

In the days and weeks following the establishment of the ADIZ, Beijing’s official statements on the matter stressed China’s ability to enforce the entirety of the zone. For example, China’s Ministry of National Defense released a statement stating in part: “The Chinese military’s determination and volition to safeguard the security of national territory and territorial airspace are unwavering, and the military is fully capable of exercising effective control over the East China Sea ADIZ.”

China’s announcement includes geographic coordinates and rules for foreign aircraft operating in the ADIZ, but the specifics of its “defensive emergency measures” remain unarticulated. This lack of clarity over rules of engagement combined with existing geopolitical friction related to China’s maritime disputes elevates the risk of operational miscalculation among coast guard, naval, and air forces operating in the region, including those of the United States.

- Given China’s inconsistent adherence to internationally-accepted norms of air and maritime operations, China could employ tactical methods to enforce the ADIZ that foreign pilots could interpret as hostile, exacerbating the risk for tactical miscalculation in the ECS region.

- A particularly high risk of escalation exists if China intercepts JSDF aircraft in its ADIZ with military aircraft, rather than civilian law enforcement aircraft. Although constitutional provisions limit the JSDF’s ability to engage aircraft or ships from foreign civilian law enforcement agencies, they theoretically allow for a defensive response to military threats.
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China’s announcement provides a basis for other states to express their objections to China’s publicized rules and enforcement methods for its ADIZ through diplomatic and military means. States operating aircraft in the region likely will continue normal flight operations in order to preserve rights to conduct state aircraft operations as conducted prior to the establishment of China’s ADIZ, as the United States has done. Some states could find a more visible operational protest of China’s announcement necessary to assert their rights to ECS airspace and increase aerial patrols, as in the case of South Korea.

Beijing’s announced plans to establish additional ADIZs “at an appropriate time after completing preparations” have led some sources to speculate China will declare at least one additional ADIZ in the South China Sea (SCS), where China has maritime disputes with Brunei, Malaysia, the Philippines, Vietnam, and Taiwan. Although such a move would almost certainly be met with regional opposition, it likely would yield lesser operational tensions than in the ECS due to the more limited range of state aircraft in the SCS region.
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